The aim of this paper is to compute the finiteness obstruction of the homotopy mixing of two CW-complexes .
We begin with the following definitibn due to G . Mislin . Suppose that X and Y are two spaces with fundamental groups isomorphic to n. I assume that isomorphisms are fixed so the fundamental groups I shall denote simply by n.
Let P U R be a partition of all primes and let h : (X -0 (Y) f 0 be a homotopy equivalence which induces the identity on n.
The homotopy pullback of the following diagram
we shall call a fibrewise mixinq of X and Y at P and R.
Let us denote by Z the homotopy pullback of this diagram . Then the universal cover Z is the usual Zabrodsky mixinq of X and Y. Now we shall state our main results . We shall consider only the case if n is finite .
Theorem 1 .
If X and Y are of type FP then Z is also of type FP .
To formulate our next result we shall use some resulta from algebraic K-theory . Consider the following cartesian diagram :
sequence :
There is an associated Mayer-Vetoris exact
Proof follows by combining together two exact sequences The details will appear elsewhere .
